Developing a long-duration Zn K- α source for x-ray scattering experiments.
We are developing a long-duration K-α x-ray source at the Omega laser facility. Such sources are important for x-ray scattering measurements at small scattering angles where high spectral resolution is required. To date, He-α x-ray sources are the most common probes in scattering experiments, using ns-class lasers to heat foils to keV temperatures, resulting in K-shell emission from He-like charge states. The He-α spectrum can be broadened by emission from multiple charge states and lines (e.g., He-like, Li-like, Be-like). Here, we combine the long duration of He-α sources with the narrow spectral bandwidth of cold K-α emission. A Ge foil is irradiated by the Omega laser, producing principally Ge He-α emission, which pumps Zn K-α emission at 8.6 keV from a nearby Zn layer. Using this technique, we demonstrate a long-duration Zn K-α source suitable for scattering measurements. Our experimental results show a 60% reduction in spectral bandwidth compared to a standard Zn He-α source, significantly improving the measurement precision of scattering experiments with small inelastic shifts.